New Books on Rail Safety and Rail Labor History Now Available on Sale

Over the past decade, RWU has offered books about rail workers and railroading through our online Store. In recent months, a series of new books has been released, all now available from RWU! Each one is on sale at the price listed (25% off), or get all five books bundled together for just $75!

The Edge of Anarchy – This book traces the early development of rail labor and the formation of the nation’s first industrial union, the American Railway Union (ARU). In 1894, the ARU would take on the rail industry in full-blown class warfare when the union’s boycott of Pullman cars would escalate into a nationwide strike against the rail industry. Author Jack Kelly brings it all to life, detailing this monumental battle between railroad workers and the rail industry, For more info, see the Book Review on Page 8. On Sale for $19.00.

The Selected Works of Eugene V. Debs – Volume #1 – This first volume of what will be a six-volume set includes speeches and writings of the founder of the American Railway Union. Volume 1 - Building Solidarity on the Tracks: 1877 – 1892 includes the words of a young Eugene Debs on a wide variety of questions, including “Labor Leaders”, “Railway Officials”, “Federation”, “The Unity of Labor”, and others that speak to railroaders both then and now. It is must reading for the serious railroad worker who is looking for answers to today's challenges on the rails of North America. On Sale for $25.00.

The Lac-Mégantic Rail Disaster – Public Betrayal, Justice Denied - The July 6, 2013 Lac-Mégantic rail disaster is a tragedy unparalleled in Canadian history. Front line employees were put on trial and while acquitted, the real criminals – the rail industry CEOs and government bureaucrats – walk free. Lac-Mégantic is the story of a rail industry writing its own rules, a booming US oil industry, and a rogue U.S. railway operator cutting corners on safety. This book uncovers the truth, and includes first person interviews with many of the key players, analysis of the corporate executives and the companies involved, an examination of the complex world of transport safety regulation in Canada, and an account of the trials of the three accused rail workers. On Sale for $20.00.

Eugene V Debs – A Graphic Biography - In the waning years of the 19th century, Eugene V. Debs emerged as a working-class leader, a hero of the railroad workers of the U.S. and Canada. After working for the railroad – first as a laborer and then a locomotive fireman - Debs went on to lead the Firemen’s union (BLF), assist in the organizing of other rail unions, and ultimately organize the nation’s first industrial union – the American Railway Union. Debs’ story – presented in cartoon format - is the story of labor battles in industrializing America and radical working-class politics in the making. On sale for $15.00.

Solutionary Rail – This book, published a few years ago, outlines the prospects for a rejuvenated and electrified rail system in the U.S., one that would carry far more freight and passengers, is multiple-tracked, higher speed, and environmentally sensitive. With the environmental crisis at hand, the erosion of fossil fuel shipments, together with clogged and crumbling highways, this revolutionary idea could safely and efficiently move vast amounts of freight and millions of passengers, while providing good jobs for tens of thousands of railroad workers. On Sale for $15.00.